OVERVIEW

"RESI allowed me to feel seen as a person of color striving to meet my goals ... I appreciate that the EMDRIA community can see the importance and need for Consultants of Color to train our up and coming EMDR therapists."

—Alicia Pierce/Beltran, LCPC, LPC, CST, CST-S, RESI recipient

Goal
The goal of the RESI program is to increase the number of BIPOC members who have advanced in a leadership capacity by becoming EMDR Certified™ or EMDR Consultants™.

Benefits for Recipients
- Financial Assistance for EMDR Consultation
- EMDRIA Continuing Education to reach credentials
- Online Community
- RESI Connect meetings (introduced in Fall 2023)
  - Educational and networking opportunities with guest speakers around topics that support their goal credential goals
  - Designed as a response to the recipient’s feedback
- Opportunities to share insights with the broader EMDR Community

Cohorts each year (spring and fall)
First cohort started fall 2022.

Three Options to Participate
1. Apply to the program
2. Partner by providing EMDR consultation for recipients
3. Donate to the EMDRIA Foundation
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**BY THE NUMBERS**

55 RESI RECIPIENTS
- 28 Working toward certification
- 27 working toward consultation

115 EMDR CONSULTANTS
- EMDRIA Foundation partners providing reduced fee consultation for RESI recipients.

$950 MAXIMUM BENEFITS FOR EMDR CERTIFIED™

$650 MAXIMUM BENEFITS FOR EMDR CONSULTANT™

13 RECIPIENTS WHO HAVE REACHED THEIR GOAL
- 7 EMDR CERTIFIED™
- 6 EMDR CONSULTANTS™

MEMBER DONATIONS
- $26,221 2022
- $6,075 2023
- 160 Unique Donors

100% of member donations go directly to the recipients

**EMDRIA Contributions** = Administration and support + Educational Cost (Continuing Education credits)
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